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Abstract
A class of preconditioners for the linear system arising from the discretization by the mortar method is studied. We focus on the
substructuring approach already applied by Achdou et al. [Y. Achdou, Y. Maday, O. Widlund, Substructuring preconditioners for
the mortar method in dimension two, SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 36 (1999) 551–580] to the mortar method for the case of order one
finite elements. The estimate that we provide relies on abstract assumptions so our result holds for finite elements of any order, as
well as for spaces of different kinds, e.g. wavelets.
c© 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We deal with the efficient solution of the linear system arising from the discretization by the mortar method, a non-
conforming version of the domain decomposition methods [2]. The approach that we consider is the substructuring
one, proposed in [6] for conforming domain decomposition. Such an approach has already been applied to the mortar
method in [1] for the case of order one finite elements. The proof therein relies heavily on the piecewise linearity of the
basis function. In this work we generalize the results of [1] to a general class of discretization spaces under standard
abstract assumptions (verified among others by finite elements of any order and wavelets) showing that the condition
number of the preconditioned matrix grows at most polylogarithmically with the number of degrees of freedom per
subdomain, analogously to what happens for the order one case.
1.1. The mortar method
We focus, for simplicity, on the following simple model problem, even if the results of this work can be easily
extended to a more general situation. Let Ω ⊂ R2 be a polygonal domain and f ∈ L2(Ω); then we find u satisfying
−div(a(x)∇u) = f in Ω , u = 0 on ∂Ω (1.1)
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where the matrix a(x) = (ai j (x))i, j=1,2 is assumed to be, for almost all x ∈ Ω , symmetric positive definite with
smallest eigenvalue ≥ α > 0 and largest eigenvalue ≤ α′, α, α′ independent of x. The computational domain Ω
is decomposed as the union of L non-overlapping subdomains Ω assumed, for simplicity, to be quadrilateral (the
constants in the inequalities will generally depend on the number of edges of the subdomains as well as on their
aspect ratio). Let Γn = ∂Ωn ∩ ∂Ω,S = ∪Γn (skeleton of the decomposition) and γ (i) (i = 1, . . . , 4) be the i -th
side of the -th domain so that ∂Ω = ⋃4i=1 γ (i) . We say that a decomposition is geometrically conforming if each
edge γ (i) coincides with Γn for some n. Otherwise the decomposition is not geometrically conforming, when each
interior edge γ (i) is in general split as the union of several segmentsΓn . We assume that each subdomainΩ is regular
in shape and that the geometrical decomposition is graded [4].
Then, for Problem 1.1, we consider a non-conforming domain decomposition method based on the above splitting
of the domain Ω . We set
X =
∏

{u ∈ H 1(Ω)|u = 0 on ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ω}, T =
∏

H 1/2∗ (∂Ω),
with H 1/2∗ (∂Ω) = H 1/2(∂Ω) if ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ω = ∅ and H 1/2∗ (∂Ω) = {η ∈ H 1/2(∂Ω), η|∂Ω∩∂Ω ≡ 0} ∼
H 1/200 (∂Ω \ ∂Ω) otherwise. On X and T we introduce the following broken norms and semi-norms: ‖u‖2X =∑
 ‖u‖21,Ω , |u|2X =
∑
 |u|21,Ω , ‖η‖2T =
∑
 ‖η‖21/2,∂Ω, |η|2T =
∑
 |η|21/2,∂Ω .
Now, for each , let Vh be a family of finite dimensional subspaces of H 1(Ω)∩C0(Ω¯), depending on a parameter
h = h > 0 and satisfying a homogeneous boundary condition on ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ω. Let T h = Vh
∣∣
∂Ω
, and, for each
edge γ (i) of the subdomain Ω, let T,i = {η : η is the trace on γ (i) of some u ∈ Vh} and T 0,i = {η ∈ T,i : η =
0 at the vertices of γ (i) }. We set Xh =
∏L
=1 Vh ⊂ X , Th =
∏L
=1 T h ⊂ T and we define a composite bilinear form
aX : X × X −→ R:
aX (u, v) =
∑

a(u, v) =
∑

∫
Ω
∑
i, j
ai j (x)
∂u
∂xi
∂v
∂x j
dx. (1.2)
This bilinear form is clearly not coercive on X . In order to obtain a well posed problem we will then consider proper
subspaces of X , consisting of functions satisfying a suitable weak continuity constraint.
For defining such a weak continuity constraint according to the mortar method we split S as the disjoint union
of a certain number of subdomain sides γ (i) , called “multiplier sides” (or “slave sides”). More precisely, we choose
an index set I ⊂ {1, . . . , L} × {1, . . . , 4} such that S = ⋃(,i)∈I γ (i) , (1, i1), (2, i2) ∈ I, (1, i1) = (2, i2) ⇒
γ
(i1)
1
∩ γ (i2)2 = ∅. We will denote by I ∗ ⊂ {1, . . . , L} × {1, . . . , 4} the index-set corresponding to “trace sides” (or
“master sides”), defined in such a way that I ∗ ∩ I = ∅ and S = ∪(,i)∈I ∗ γ (i) .
For each m = (, i) ∈ I let a finite dimensional multiplier space Mmh (also depending on the parameter h) on γm ,
Mmh ⊂ L2(γm), dim(Mmh ) = dim(T m,0h ), be given and let
Mh = {η ∈ H−1/2(S),∀m ∈ I η|γm ∈ Mmh } ∼
∏
m∈I
Mm . (1.3)
The constrained approximation and trace spaces Xh and Th are then defined as follows:
Xh =
{
vh ∈ Xh,
∫
S
[vh]λds = 0,∀λ ∈ Mh
}
Th =
{
η ∈ Th,
∫
S
[η]λds = 0,∀λ ∈ Mh
}
. (1.4)
We can now introduce the following discrete problem:
Problem 1.1. Find uh ∈ Xh such that for all vh ∈ Xh aX (uh, vh) =
∫
Ω f vh .
The class Mh of multipliers is chosen to guarantee ellipticity uniformly with respect to the mesh size parameter
h and to the number L of subdomains. We assume that there exists a constant C¯ such that for all u ∈ X such that
the jump [u] on S is orthogonal to all elements of Mh , it holds (uniformly on h) that |u|X  ‖u‖0,Ω , which, setting
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η = (η) with η = u |Γ , implies |η|T  ‖η‖T . Under such an assumption for all h > 0, problem Ph admits a unique
solution uh (see [5]).
We will make the following quite typical abstract assumptions on the spaces considered.
(A1) ∀m = (, i) ∈ I (γ (i) multiplier side), there exists a bounded projection πmh : L2(γm) −→ T m,0h such that
for all η ∈ L2(γm) and for all λ ∈ Mmh
∫
γm
(η − πmh η)λds = 0, and for all η ∈ H 1/200 (γm) ‖πmh η‖H1/200 (γm) ‖η‖H1/200 (γm);
(A2) for all  = 1, . . . , L, the following inverse inequalities hold: for all elements η ∈ T h and for all s, r 0 ≤ s <
r ≤ 1|η|r,Γ  hs−r |η|s,Γ, |η|r,γ (i)  h
s−r
 |η|r,γ (i) i = 1, . . . , 4;
(A3) ∀ and ∀η ∈ T h there exists a function wh ∈ Vh such that wh = η on Γ, ‖wh‖1,Ω  ‖η‖H1/2(Γ).
Remark 1.1. Here we are not assuming that the discretization is uniform or quasi-uniform. Note that, unlike what
usually happens in considering discretization spaces, where the mesh size parameter h refers to the largest mesh size
of the discretization driving the approximation rate, the parameter h plays here the role of “smaller mesh size” on Γ
and it appears in the inverse type equations A2–A3.
Following [5], we define a global linear operator πh : ∏L=1 L2(∂Ω) −→ ∏L=1 L2(∂Ω); more precisely, for
η = (η)=1,...,L , πh(η) = (η∗ )=1,...,L is defined on multiplier sides as πmh applied to the jump of η, while it is set
as identically zero on trace sides and on the external boundary ∂Ω . Writing conventionally H/h = min {H/h}, it
holds (see [5]) that
‖πh(η)‖T  (1 + log (H/h)) ‖η‖T , (1.5)
whereas if η is linear on each γ i a better estimate can be proven (see [4]):
‖πh(η)‖T  (1 + log (H/h))1/2 ‖η‖T . (1.6)
Remark 1.2. Different discretizations fall in the abstract framework here described, e.g. finite element of any order
(also with dual multipliers [8]) and biorthogonal wavelets [5].
2. Substructuring preconditioners for the mortar method
The main idea of substructuring preconditioners consists in distinguishing three types of degrees of freedom:
interior degrees of freedom (corresponding to basis functions vanishing on the skeleton and supported on one
subdomain), edge degrees of freedom, and vertex degrees of freedom. Then, we can split the functions u ∈ Xh as
the sum of three suitably defined components: u = u0 + uE + uV and, when expressed in a basis related to such
a splitting, substructuring preconditioners can be written in a block diagonal form. Consequently, given any discrete
function w = (w)=1,...,L ∈ Xh we can split it in a unique way as the sum of an interior function w0 ∈ X 0h and
a discrete lifting, performed subdomainwise, of its trace η(w) = (w |Ω)=1,...,L which for notational simplicity we
denote by Rh(w) (rather than Rh(η(w))):
w = w0 + Rh(w), w0 ∈ X 0h ,
with Rh(w) = (Rh(w))=1,...,K , Rh(w) being the unique element in Vh satisfying
Rh(w) = w on Γ, al(Rh(w), vh) = 0, ∀vh ∈ Vh ∩ H 10 (Ω).
Thus the spaces Xh of unconstrained functions and Xh of constrained functions can be split as direct sums of an
interior and of a (respectively unconstrained or constrained) trace component:
Xh = X0h ⊕ Rh(Th), Xh = X 0h ⊕ Rh(Th). (2.7)
We can easily verify that aX : Xh × Xh → R satisfies
aX (w, v) = aX (w0, v0) + aX (Rh(w), Rh(v)) := aX (w0, v0) + s(η(w), η(v)), (2.8)
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where the discrete Steklov–Poincare´ operator s : Th × Th → R is defined by
s(ξ, η) :=
∑

al(Rh(ξ), R

h(η)).
Finally, it is well known that the following inequalities hold:
‖Rhη‖H1(Ω)  ‖η‖1/2,∂Ω , |Rhη|H1(Ω)  |η|1/2,∂Ω (2.9)
and, if η satisfies the jump constraint, so does Rh(η). In other words, if η ∈ Th then Rh(η) ∈ Xh . In view of (2.13)
and using the classical trace Theorem, it is easy to see that for all η ∈ Th it holds that
|Rh(η)|X  |η|T . (2.10)
Remark 2.1. The preconditioner proposed can be generalized by replacing the lifting operator Rh , chosen here closely
related to the equation to be solved, with any other operator R˜h verifying |R˜hη|X ∼ |η|T . Though the proof of
Theorem 2.1 is simplified by the choice we made, since this implies that (2.8) holds, the result still holds also for a
more general choice of the lifting operator.
The problem of preconditioning the matrix A associated with the discretization of aX reduces to finding good
preconditioners for the matrices A0 and S corresponding respectively to the bilinear forms aX restricted to X 0h and
s. Here we concentrate only on the discrete Steklov–Poincare´ operator s assuming we have good preconditioners
for the stiffness matrix A0. We start by observing that the space of constrained skeleton functions Th can be further
split as the sum of vertex and edge functions. More specifically, if we denote by L ⊂ ∏L=1 H 1/2∗ (∂Ω) the space
L = {(η)=1,...,L , η is linear on each edge of Ω}, then we can define the space of constrained vertex functions as
T Vh = (Id − πh)L. (2.11)
We will make the (not restrictive) assumption L ⊂ Th , which yields T Vh ⊂ Th . We then introduce the space of
constrained edge functions T Eh ⊂ Th defined by
T Eh = {η = (η)=1,...,L ∈ Th , η(A) = 0,∀ vertex A of Ω} (2.12)
and we can easily verify that
Th = T Vh ⊕ T Eh . (2.13)
Moreover it is quite simple to check that a function in T Eh is uniquely defined by its value on trace edges, the value on
multiplier edges being forced by the constraint.
The preconditioner for S will be of block-Jacobi type with blocks related to edges and vertexes. Let us start by
introducing the blocks relative to the edges: for any trace side γ (i) , m = (, i) ∈ I ∗, let b,i : T 0,i × T 0,i −→ R be
a symmetric bilinear form satisfying for all η ∈ T 0,i b,i(η, η)  ‖η‖H1/200 (γ (i) ). Then, the edge block diagonal global
bilinear form bE : T Eh × T Eh −→ R here considered is defined by
bE (η, ξ) =
∑
(,i)∈I ∗
b,i (η, ξ). (2.14)
We now focus on the block corresponding to the space T Vh . This space does not only depend on the discretization of
Ω into subdomains, as happens for the conforming domain decomposition method presented in [6]. Indeed, through
the action of the constraint operator, T Vh depends also on the meshes in the different subdomains. Here we consider a
vertex block diagonal global bilinear form
bV : T Vh × T Vh −→ R such that bV (ηV , ηV )  s(ηV , ηV ). (2.15)
Different choices are available in the literature [7]; for instance in [4] we used as vertex preconditioner the vertex
block of the Schur complement matrix on a fixed auxiliary coarse mesh independent of the space discretization.
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Finally, we can assemble the preconditioner sˆ : Th × Th −→ R as
sˆ(η, ξ) = bV (ηV , ξV ) + bE (ηE , ξ E ) (2.16)
and we prove
Theorem 2.1. Let η ∈ Th; then we have
(1 + log (H/h))−2 s(η, η)  sˆ(η, η)  (1 + log (H/h))2 s(η, η). (2.17)
Moreover, if the decomposition is geometrically conforming then
s(η, η)  sˆ(η, η)  (1 + log (H/h))2 s(η, η). (2.18)
Let S and Sˆ be the matrices obtained by discretizing respectively s and sˆ; then, by using the lower and upper bounds
for the eigenvalues of Sˆ−1 S given by Theorem 2.1, we obtain:
Corollary 2.1. The condition number of the preconditioned matrix Sˆ−1S satisfies
Cond(Sˆ−1S)  (1 + log (H/h))4 , (2.19)
and, moreover, if the decomposition is geometrically conforming then
Cond(Sˆ−1S)  (1 + log (H/h))2 . (2.20)
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We start by remarking that, thanks to (2.10) of the previous section, we have for all ξ ∈ Th
s(ξ, ξ)  |ξ |2T , (2.21)
while for all constrained functions ξ ∈ Th
s(ξ, ξ)  ‖ξ‖2T . (2.22)
In the following we will use several properties which are a consequence of the inverse inequalities in which assumption
(A2) consists. We recall that the following lemma holds (see [3], Lemma 3.1(i)).
Lemma 2.1. Let assumption (A2) hold and let L ∈ T h ; then the following bounds hold:
(i) for all ξ ∈ T h such that ξ(P) = 0 for some P ∈ γ (i) it holds that ‖ξ‖2L∞(γ (i) )  (1 + log (H/h)) |ξ |
2
1/2,γ (i)
;
(ii) for all ξ ∈ T h , letting Ai and Bi denote the two extrema of the segment γ (i) , we have
(ξ(Ai ) − ξ(Bi ))2  (1 + log (H/h)) |ξ |2H1/2(γ (i) );
(iii) for all ξ ∈ T 0,i it holds that ‖ξ‖2H1/200 (γ (i) )  (1 + log (H/h))
2 |ξ |2
H1/2(γ (i) )
.
Then we can prove that
Lemma 2.2. For all η = (η)=1,...,L ∈ T Eh we have
‖η‖2T  (1 + log (H/h))2
∑
(,i)∈I ∗
‖η‖2H1/200 (γ (i) ). (2.23)
Proof. Let ηˇ = (ηˇ)=1,...,L be the function coinciding with η on master sides and vanishing on slave sides,
ηˇ = η on γ (i) , (, i) ∈ I ∗, ηˇ = 0 on γ (i) , (, i) ∈ I . It is easy to check that we have η = ηˇ − π(ηˇ). By
applying (1.5) we conclude that ‖η‖2T  (1 + log (H/h))2 ‖ηˇ‖2T  (1 + log (H/h))2
∑
(,i)∈I ∗ ‖η‖2H1/200 (γ (i) ). 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we will need the following two results, which generalize Lemmas 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 of [6].
Lemma 2.3. Let η = (η) ∈ Th; then |Lη|2T  (1 + log (H/h)) |η|2T .
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Proof. A direct computation using the linearity of Lη shows that, if Ai , Bi are the vertices of γ (i) , |Lη|2H1/2(∂Ω) ∑4
i=1(η(Ai )−η(Bi ))2. Now, using Lemma 2.1(ii) and assembling all the contributions, we easily conclude that the
thesis holds. 
Lemma 2.4. Let assumption (A2) hold, and let ξ ∈ T h , ξ(A) = 0 for all A vertex of Ω. Let ζL ∈ H 1/2(∂Ω), ζL
linear on each edge of Ω. Then there holds
4∑
k=1
‖ξ‖2
H1/200 (γ
(i)
 )
 (1 + log (H/h))2 ‖ξ + ζL‖2H1/2(∂Ω). (2.24)
Proof. Let ζ0 ∈ T h be the unique element of T h satisfying ζ0(A) = 0 for all A vertex of Ω and (ζ0, τ )1/2,∂Ω =
(ζL, τ )1/2,∂Ω for all τ ∈ T h with τ (A) = 0 for all A vertex of Ω, where
(ζ, ξ)1/2,∂Ω =
∫
∂Ω
∫
∂Ω
(ζ(x) − ζ(y))(ξ(x) − ξ(y))
|x − y|2 dxdy
is the bilinear form inducing on H 1/2(∂Ω) the seminorm | · |1/2,∂Ω . It is not difficult to see that | · |1/2,∂Ω is a norm
on the subspace of functions in T h vanishing at the vertices of Ω and then, by standard arguments, we get that ζ0 is
well defined and |ζ0|1/2,∂Ω  |ζL |1/2,∂Ω . Now we can write
4∑
i=1
‖ξ‖2
H1/200 (γ
(i)
 )

4∑
i=1
‖ξ + ζ0‖2H1/200 (γ (i) ) +
4∑
i=1
‖ζ0‖2H1/200 (γ (i) ). (2.25)
The first sum on the right hand side of (2.25) can be bounded by using the previous lemma as
4∑
i=1
‖ξ + ζ0‖2H1/200 (γ (i) )  (1 + log (H/h))
2 |ξ + ζ0|21/2,∂Ω  (1 + log (H/h))2 |ξ + ζL |21/2,∂Ω
where on one hand we used the Poincare´ inequality to bound the H 1/2 norm of ξ + ζ0 (which vanishes at the vertices
of Ω) with the corresponding seminorm, while the last inequality is derived by observing that, by the definition
of ζ0, ξ + ζ0 ∈ T h is null at the vertices of Ω and it verifies (ζL − ζ0, ξ + ζ0)1/2,∂Ω = 0, and hence we have
|ξ + ζL |21/2,∂Ω = |ξ + ζ0|21/2,∂Ω +|ζL − ζ0|21/2,∂Ω ≥ |ξ + ζ0|21/2,∂Ω . Let us now bound the second sum on the right
hand side of (2.25): we first observe that
‖ζ0‖2H1/2(∂Ω) = |ζ0|
2
H1/2(γ (i) )
+ I1(ζ0) + I2(ζ0), I1(ζ0) =
∫ Bi
Ai
|ζ0(x)|2
|x − Ai |dx, I2(ζ0) =
∫ Bi
Ai
|ζ0(x)|2
|x − Bi |dx
with Ai and Bi the two vertices of the edge γ (i) . Now we can write
4∑
i=1
|ζ0|2H1/2(γ (i) )  |ζ0|
2
H1/2(∂Ω)
 |ζL |2H1/2(∂Ω) 
4∑
i=1
(ζL(Ai ) − ζL(Bi ))2 
(
1 + log H
h
)
|ξ + ζL |2H1/2(∂Ω),
where the inequality |ζL |2H1/2(∂Ω) 
∑4
i=1(ζL(Ai ) − ζL(Bi ))2 is proven in [6] by direct computation, and the last
inequality descends on applying the bound of Lemma 2.1(i) to the function (ξ + ζL)(x) − (ξ + ζL)(Bi ). Let us now
bound I1 (I2 can be bounded by the same argument). For notational simplicity let us identify Ai = 0 and Bi = H .
We have
I1(ζ0) =
∫ H
0
|ζ0|2
|x | dx 
∫ H
0
|ζ0(x) − ζL(x) + ζL(0)|2
|x | dx +
∫ H
0
|ζL(x) − ζL(0)|2
|x | dx .
Let us bound the first integral. Let us set ζ⊥ = ζ0 − ζL . We have∫ H
0
|ζ⊥(x) − ζ⊥(0)|2
|x | dx =
∫ h
0
|ζ⊥(x) − ζ⊥(0)|2
|x | dx +
∫ H
h
|ζ⊥(x) − ζ⊥(0)|2
|x | dx .
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The first term is bounded by∫ h
0
|ζ⊥(x) − ζ⊥(0)|2
|x | dx =
∫ h
0
| ∫ x0 (ζ⊥)x(τ )dτ |2
|x | dx  h|ζ⊥|
2
H1(γ (i) )
 |ζ⊥|2H1/2(γ (i) ),
while we bound the second by∫ H
h
|ζ⊥(x) − ζ⊥(0)|2
|x | dx  ‖ζ⊥ − ζ⊥(0)‖
2
L∞(γ (i) )
log
H
h

(
log
H
h
)2
|ζ⊥|2H1/2(γ (i) ).
On the other hand, by direct calculation, using the linearity of ζL we have∫ H
0
|ζL(x) − ζL(0)|2
|x | dx  (ζL(Bi ) − ζL(Ai))
2  log
H
h
|ζL + ξ |2H1/2(γ (i) )
and hence we conclude that I1(ζ0) 
(
1 + (log Hh )2
)
|ζ0 − ζL |2H1/2(γ (i) ) + log
H
h |ζL + ξ |2H1/2(γ (i) ). 
We are now able to prove Theorem 2.1. Let us consider at first the non-geometrically conforming case. Let η ∈ Th ;
hence η = ηV + ηE and thanks to (2.21), (2.14) and (2.23) we obtain
s(η, η)  |ηE |2T + |ηV |2T  (1 + log (H/h))2 bE (ηE , ηE ) + |ηV |2T . (2.26)
Now, using Lemma 2.3, we get |ηV |2T = |(Id − πh)Lη|2T  (1 + log (H/h)) |Lη|2T  (1 + log (H/h))2 |η|2T and
from the definition (2.16) of sˆ we obtain s(η, η)  (1 + log (H/h))2 sˆ(η, η).
On the other hand we have bV (ηV , ηV )  s(η, η) and
bE (ηE , ηE ) 
∑
m∈I ∗
‖ηE‖2
H1/200 (γm)

∑
m∈I ∗
‖ηE‖2
H1/200 (γm)
+
∑
m∈I
‖η − Lη‖2
H1/200 (γm)
.
We now observe that on “trace sides” (m ∈ I ∗) ηE = η − Lη. Then, thanks to Lemma 2.4 we get bE (ηE , ηE ) 
(1 + log (H/h))2 s(η, η) which, by (2.16), implies the first part of Theorem 2.1.
Let us now consider the geometrically conforming case. Again we have
s(η, η)  |ηE |2T + |ηV |2T  (1 + log (H/h))2 b(ηE , ηE ) + |ηV |2T . (2.27)
Now we observe that, in the geometrically conforming case, letting η ∈ T Eh and γm = Γ,′ with  master side and ′
slave side, we have ‖η′ ‖H1/200 (γm) = ‖πmη
‖H1/200 (γm)  ‖η
‖H1/200 (γm), which implies
|η|T =
∑

|η|H1/2(Γ) =
∑
(,i)∈I∪I ∗
‖η‖H1/200 (γ (i) ) 
∑
(,i)∈I
‖η‖H1/200 (γ (i) ),
whence |ηE |2T  bE (ηE , ηE ). If we bound |ηV | as in the geometrically non-conforming case we obtain |ηV |2T =
|(Id − πh)Lη|2T which finally implies s(η, η)  sˆ(η, η). 
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